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Steps to follow when submitting your 
exported CV to funding agencies 



This guide will assist you in correcting 
any errors that may occur during the 
process of submitting your CV to your 
selected funding agency.
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3 Aspects of CCV Funding Applications



UNIWeb software interacts with the first 
and second aspects of the Canadian 
Common CV. It allows you to:

Import/export your generic CV.

Select a funding template, complete 
the required information, and validate 
that it meets the data constraints of 
the selected funding agency.

UNIWeb Interaction with the CCV

Before exporting your CV from UNIWeb to 
the CCV website, make sure that you have 
validated the CV data according to the rules 
of the  funding agencies to which you will  
submit the CV. To do this, simply select the 
appropriate funding template from the list.



UNIWeb also has the ability to interact with the third step of the 
CCV: the record selection. Some error notification on the CCV websi-
te only appear when you select a funding CV type for submission.

UNIWeb Interaction with the CCV



Because the CCV waits to notify you of the parameters set forth in 
each funding CV type, you may need to deselect certain records 
that do not meet the particular submission requirements.

UNIWeb Interaction with the CCV



List of publications in UNIWeb with data validation set for the SSHRC 
funding type

No Errors reported in UNIWeb…

Example



Once your CV is exported back to the CCV and you select a 
funding CV type, submission requirement violations may be detected…

Example (cont.)



Step 1: Submission error re-
lated to dates can be fixed 
automatically from the 
export screen in UNIWeb by 
selecting a starting date.

Fixing Submission Errors Automatically

Step 2: After exporting to 
the CCV, UNIWeb will tick 
the “Submit” checkmarks 
based in the dates.

Step 3: Verify the record selection in the CCV website and tick 
checkmarks manually if necessary as shown in the next slide.



Step 1: Deselect submit boxes where errors are found

Fixing Submission Errors Manually

Step 2: Click done to save changes



Once errors have been corrected, your 
CCV is ready to be submitted.

Please note that the export operation from UNIWeb to the CCV site will set all records as marked for submission.


